IN SEARCH OF MEANING

International Winter Academy, Scheersberg/Schleswig-Holstein, Printing-Workshop, 08.–15.12. 2019
In search of meaning

In the winter, the view on the countryside is wide. The leaves are blown from the trees and their branches rise graphically against the cold, grey sky. In this winter academy, we want explored the landscape around the Scheersberg as a starting point for our printmaking work. Fields, trees, houses has be expired, measured, drawn and photographed. At the beginning and also sometimes over the days of this year’s Print Lab, we were outdoors, perceiving perspectives, exploring places and collecting structures. Growing, building, passing away. We also went to the Baltic Sea and asked ourselves the question what processes are hidden behind the obvious and what position we ourselves take in this relationship. Then we found ourselves in the printing workshop to edit the found material with the techniques of etching, letterpress, typography and digital techniques. This is how graphic sheets and self-made books were created as the results of our „search for meaning“.
Welcome to Scheersberg - first walks
Looking for lines and structures
Hiking, breathing, drawing
Drawing, composing and cutting
Cut, cut, cut!
Print, print, print ... first grey!
Linocut, lithography, drypoint
Fire and axe
Oven and bread
Working day and night
Printed in black
Presentation
Presentation
Presentation
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Workshops / Leaders

Videofilm:
Fabio Magnifico, Patrick Jung

Animation Film:
Mateusz Jarmulski

Audio Drama:
Paul John

Photography:
Dr. Monika Masłon, Prof. Dr. Stefan Paruch,

Painting – Drawing:
Prof. Malgorzata Bielecka, Dr. Justyna Pikulska

Dancing – Movement – Music:
Esther Prügstaller, Patch Dennis

Printing:
Prof. Andreas Wendt, Alexander Frohberg

Artistic Direction: Prof. Dr. Klaus-Ove Kahrmann

Printing – Workshop

Alicja Brunejko Warsaw
Alisa Semevskaya Leipzig
Anja Fischer Leipzig
Bernadeta Niznik Kielce
Clara Fischer Köln
Hanna Meißmann Bielefeld
Helene Burmeister Leipzig
Janine Hohmann Bielefeld
Kamila Koscianska Kielce
Klara Cicha Warsaw
Lina Werfling Kielce
Lisa Peternek Leipzig
Lui Ruitong Leipzig
Marie Küsel Leipzig
Marie Lansing Köln
Marie Hensen Leipzig
Marta Perkowska Warsaw
Natalia Pisarek Kielce
Sophia Lehmann Leipzig
Selina Gebauer Leipzig
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